Timing in synaptic plasticity: from detection to integration.
Timing of cellular and subcellular events contributes to spiking-induced modification of synapses in a variety of ways. Initially, the timing of presynaptic and postsynaptic action potentials must be translated into signals that can initiate intracellular processes. Recent experimental and computational findings suggest that the spatiotemporal details of such signals, in particular the time courses and locations of postsynaptic Ca(2+) transients, might themselves be crucial for driving potentiation and depression modules that interact in a time-dependent way to determine plasticity outcomes. On longer timescales, the effects of multiple spikes are integrated in a nonlinear manner, yielding non-intuitive plasticity results that are likely to be sensitive to local conditions and, finally, additional elements must be called into action to stabilize changes in synaptic strengths. This review is part of the TINS Synaptic Connectivity series.